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• Page Curl Pro is the result of a continuous struggle to find an artistic way to manipulate images that are exactly like the final
outcome of the photo printing. If your images in the early stages need an extra touch, but do not require a completely new

creation, then you will find a solution in this plug-in. • Page Curl Pro has been designed to offer a different choice of methods
for the creation of a desired result for the image. Curl provides a set of functions and tools that are currently not used by a lot of

editors. The unique option of lighting, perspective distortion, texture mapping, 3D rotation and 3D scaling can transform the
image to a unique piece of art. • The first three functions of Curl Pro are already available in Photoshop, which is why we offer
you a unique and very convenient option to work with them. • The Curl Pro's engine can be applied to the entire image. You can

select any area of the image to be adjusted and the effects are automatically applied to the selected area. The possibilities are
unlimited. • The Curl Pro's engine can work with the image as a whole. It can transform the entire image to the desired shape or
can place the image on a background and then add all the effects to it. • The Curl Pro's engine can also be used as a glassboard.

It will place the image in the real world and let you move it around. It will not change the way the image looks on the real
object. However, the world will appear and go through the same effects as if the image was placed directly on the object. • Curl

Pro can create a new 3D object in the real world by applying it to the image. • All the Curl Pro's functions are closely
interconnected with the right selection and are extremely effective when used correctly. • All the Curl Pro's functions can be

combined with other effects (such as perspective and lighting) to create a very unique piece of art. • Curl Pro offers the unique
ability to create 3D objects. You can create a 3D object that appears to be attached to the image. It will follow the movements
of the image and will show the same lighting effects as if it was attached directly to the object. • All Curl Pro's effects can be

saved in a new layer, in the same way as with any other image and it can be applied to any other image. • You can not only
distort the image using Cur

AV Bros. Page Curl Pro

- the main menu has been divided into several top-level modules, each of which provides the functionality of one specific
effect: a) Tool Bar: providing access to all of the functions of AV Bros. Page Curl Pro, such as the Brush, Mask, Pinch, and

Scale tool, among others. b) Settings: providing access to the User Options (which allow you to fully control your work with the
plug-in), the Device Parameters (that make it possible to customize and personalize your work on the basis of your hardware

and software resources), and the Layers Panel (which allows you to work with any of the layers, including the textured layers).
c) Layer Panel: providing access to the Layers panel, and a preview window that allows you to preview the work in progress

while you are working with the plug-in. d) Editing Panel: providing access to the usual functions of the Drawing tools (like the
Rectangular Selection tool, the Lasso tool, etc.), the Mask tools, and the Scribble tools, among others. - the new Main Menu of
AV Bros. Page Curl Pro contains 2 new (but still familiar) features: a) Layer Panel Option: this feature allows you to select any
of the image layers (including textured layers) and to work with them separately, while leaving the other layers untouched. b)
Clipping: the Clipping option allows you to protect any of the image layers from the bended effects. - the new Help Menu is
very useful, with a built-in help system that allows you to access all of the help information regarding the new features of AV
Bros. Page Curl Pro. Optional Features of AV Bros. Page Curl Pro: - The new "Design Your Own Guide" option allows you to
create your own Step-by-Step Guide that will help you to understand how to use the plug-in, and what the new features can be
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used for. - The new "Expert Help" option allows you to obtain the support of our Product Specialist (who is a Photoshop Guru).
All of the images and video clips are available in 3 resolutions: Resolution: 1920 x 1080 Standard: 1920 x 1080 HD: 1280 x 720

Select Your Device Select your device below to download AV Bros. Page Curl Pro. Select Your Device Select your device
below to download AV Bros. Page Curl Pro. 1d6a3396d6
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- Total control over the image’s bending and texturizing - Bump mapping, including normal and specular maps - Camera
orientation - Thresholds and control over points and areas - Delayed rendering - Perspective distortions - 2 new unrivaled
bending modes - Total control over the image’s lighting - Drop inner shadows - Quick preview of the whole image during
bending - Possibility to view all the editing tools at once AV Bros. Page Curl Pro DemoAV Bros. Page Curl Pro is a filter plug-
in for Photoshop and compatible hosts. This plug-in has the ALL NEW and unrivalled engine that lets you not only bend the
image, using two type of bending (curling and folding), but also texturize it (using the bump maps), orient it in 3D space
(including the perspective distortions) and obtain total control over the process of lighting the image (including the option of
dropping inner shadows). We consider AV Bros. Page Curl Pro as the multi-purpose plug-in that may be used not only as the
page bender, but also as the Texturizer, Lighting lab, etc. The User Interface of AV Bros. Page Curl Pro is extremely convenient
and has some unique features that make your work with the plug-in both very efficient and pleasant at the same time. AV Bros.
Page Curl Pro DemoDescription: - Total control over the image’s bending and texturizing - Bump mapping, including normal
and specular maps - Camera orientation - Thresholds and control over points and areas - Delayed rendering - Perspective
distortions - 2 new unrivaled bending modes - Total control over the image’s lighting - Drop inner shadows - Quick preview of
the whole image during bending - Possibility to view all the editing tools at once - Works with.PSD and.PSB files AV Bros.
Page Curl Pro Demo Page CurlPro is a filter plug-in for Photoshop and compatible hosts. This plug-in has the ALL NEW and
unrivalled engine that lets you not only bend the image, using two type of bending (curling and folding), but also texturize it
(using the bump maps), orient it in 3D space (including the perspective distortions) and obtain total control over the process of
lighting the image (including the option

What's New in the AV Bros. Page Curl Pro?

We consider AV Bros. Page Curl Pro as the multi-purpose plug-in that may be used not only as the page bender, but also as the
Texturizer, Lighting lab, etc. The User Interface of AV Bros. Page Curl Pro is extremely convenient and has some unique
features that make your work with the plug-in both very efficient and pleasant at the same time. With the help of this plug-in
you will be able to create stunning images and graphics that you can see in print publications of all sorts and a wide variety of
advertising graphics. You will be able to design eye-catching visual content for graphic design and photo retouching. Today we
have exciting news for all of you! After a long time, we have decided to release a brand-new version of our well-known
application AvBros. Page Curl Pro. This release is absolutely brand new, and it will significantly improve the quality of your
editing. Let's get to the new features and some of the updates you will get in the new version of the application. In the new
version you will be able to change your image size, improve the performance of the program, make the process of retouching
easier and more convenient, and so on. When we talk about the image size, it is very important to mention that we have some
big updates in the field of conversion. Now you will be able to add original digital photos in the package and start retouching
immediately. Performance of the application has also been improved. The new version will load your images faster and process
them faster, and you will be able to speed up the retouching process. We also have some other updates for the application. It will
now be possible to apply the effects directly to the textures in the materials of the textures. You will be able to adjust the
brightness, contrast, and so on in more natural and comfortable way. And of course, the last, but not the least, the application
will be able to create new presets for you. With this, it will be easier for you to create unique effects, that you would not be able
to create by yourself. So if you have been wondering how to save your productivity and have wanted to use a software that has
all the features you need to create effects that you can use in print, without having to go through a lot of steps in photoshop,
don't wait any longer! With the new version of the application, you will be able to get all these features and many others. You
will be able to work faster and more comfortably. If you have an online photo gallery, we encourage you to update your page
with the new version of the application. AV Bros. Page Curl Pro will give you more freedom, more fun, and more efficiency in
creating graphics. Page Curl Pro
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System Requirements For AV Bros. Page Curl Pro:

Supported OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7 DirectX 11 Intel® Core™ i5, Core™ i3, Pentium™, or
AMD Athlon™ Dual-Core Processors Minimum 512 MB of RAM (1 GB recommended) 3 GB of available hard-disk space
(Windows 7 requires 1.5 GB for installation; Windows 8 requires 2.5 GB; and Windows 10 requires 3 GB) Intel® GMA 3100,
Intel® GMA 3000, or Intel® GMA 500
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